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First Day cover of India Scott 207-217, printed 1949 of the various architectural and 
archaeological sites of India 

 

 
Scott 212 from India, showing the 
East Gate of Sanchi Stupa, issued 
Aug 15, 1949. 

Thumbing through some old Indian covers, I noticed the 1949 series on the archaeological wonders of India.  Most 
seemed standard: your temples, towers, and reliefs that one might expect.  But in the middle of it all was an old 
Buddhist symbol I had seen in my travels to the Orient.  Indian Scott #212 had intrigued me to find out more and write 
about this seemingly out of place Buddhist stamp in a Hindu country.  Here is what I came up with: 
 
Mysticism.  Tranquility.  Enlightenment.  These are just some of the ideas one associates with Buddhism.  While that 
may seem obvious today, Buddhism started out as a local belief based on the teaching of the Buddha, who lived in India 
sometime between the sixth and fourth centuries BC.  But these ideas had to be shared, discussed, and taught to 
become the worldwide religion it is today.  In the days of old, Ashoka the Great of the Mauryan Empire of northern 
India did just that. 

 
 

(cont’d pg 3) 
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From the Editor:   

   

My thanks to all who filled out that troublesome questionnaire.  I 
use this to gage what subjects will be of interest to our members. 
 
I am writing this at Christmas time and have not yet tabulated the 
“votes”.  The results will appear elsewhere in this issue.  Again 
my thanks to all of you who added a little extra to your dues.  In 
2006 Dues went from $10 to $15, a huge percentile increase.  In 
the same time frame APS dues increased from $25 to $45, ATA 
increased from $15 to $35.  Other study unit dues have increased 
the same amount; averaging from $10 or $15 to todays level of 
$20 to $25.  One of these days I will be advised by the (acting) 
treasurer we are running out of money.  Our expenses are a fee 
for the website, which needs updating badly but it too time 
consuming, we need a retired person!  (If everything goes well 
with me I should be retiring by July.)  And of course, this journal 
is our biggest expense.  Ink!!  EEK!   
 
I would be remiss if I did not use this platform to beg for articles 
or at least some ideas for articles.  Everyone wants to see 
something about the Americas but nobody wants to write one. 
 
On another note, the officers would like to retire from being 
officers. We have all been in office since 2003.  While I have no 
problem in continuing as Editor, the President and Vice-
President along with some Directors would like to step down.  
Every year I insert a question “would you like to serve as an 
officer?”  This question receives an overwhelming “NO”.  There 
really isn’t much work to it.  The President and Secretary along 
with me, are listed as contacts for new members.  The President 
and myself are listed in the Scott Catalogues.  We need a 
Treasurer to provide an annual accounting of money received 
into the account and what has been paid out.  I receive dues 
checks and deposit into the bank account, which is presently 
maintained in Massachusetts.  I deposit into the account in Long 
Island.  This system has worked very well for us since the early 
2000s.  When the bank starts charging fees or asking for 
minimums we find another one.  The bank must have branches 
local to the treasurer and Long Island.  The treasurer sits at home 
watching the snow falling, as I am doing today, while I deposit 
the dues into the club bank account. 
 
Being snowed in I may finish the January issue.  I may work on 
my Europa collection.  I still have not put into the collection the 
stamps I bought last September and October.   
 
I can make a quilt top to donate to my guild for charity.  Each 
member is required to give at least one quilt top or a completed 
quilt which is given to local hospitals, shelters, etc.  I may also 
make a wall hanging quilt for the local museum who have offered 
to list me among their resident artists.  I don’t make wall 
hangings but lap size quilts, which I hand quilt.  Do I need 
another job? 

Caroline 

 

 



The Great Stupa- An Epicenter of Ancient Buddhism 

by Christopher Kolker               (cont’d from pg 1) 

 

At Sanchi, in north-central India, during the third century BC, he built 
what was called the Great Stupa.  It perhaps is the oldest stone structure 
in India.  In reality, it started as a simple brick structure built over the 
relics of the Buddha, that Ashoka had brought back from eastern India.  
Over its dome was a cnatra, a parasol-like structure.  The cnatra it was 
designed to symbolically shade and shelter the relics. 
 
Ashoka chose this place, because, according to Mahavamsa, the 
Buddhist chronicle of Sri Lanka, he married a “local” girl there named 
Devi, who was  to become his queen. Ashoka undertook this because, 
according to the ancient Sanskrit text Ashokavadana, Ashoka lived to 
spread the basic philosophies of Buddhism across his land. 

 
India, Sanchi Stupa, enclosed by a balustrade of 
stone. Gate, Sanchi Stupa & Hall of Nations 
New Delhi, Scott #1482, April 4, 1994 

 

 
India, Scott #1400, March 1, 1992 

 

But nothing lasts forever, and the original Great Stupa certainly did 
not.  Ashoka’s Mauryan Empire did not last long, falling to a former 
Mauryan general named Pushyamitra Shunga.  He was against 
Buddhism, but his heir, son Agnmitra wasn’t:  He let it be rebuilt, 
but this time with stone, not brick, making it twice as big as before.  
The Shunga period was very decentralized, with each area doing as 
they saw fit, to the point of each state having their own coinage.  
With this new construction in the second century BC, the 
architecture better fit in with the central tenets of Buddhism.  The 
dome was enlarged and flattened.  Supporting it were several 
columns, designed to give it the look as a symbol of the dharma, the 
Wheel of the Law.  The dome itself was set on a high circular 
platform.  This meant that people could walk around it, as a means 
of veneration.   

 

Two staircases were available for such circumambulation.  One was on the ground, and enclosed by small columns 
(called a balustrade).  A second staircase was on the top of the platform, at what is the base of the dome itself.  This 
would provide more opportunities for more pilgrims to do such walking at any given time. 
 

On top are three small parasols, which look like small umbrellas on a base surrounded by a square railing.  Interestingly, 
there are no inscriptions or reliefs that have anything to do with the Buddha anywhere from this era.  One might think 
that the balustrade would depict something inspirational, but that simply did not happen.  Faint carving from the 
Mauryan days may be there, but they simply are written tributes to individuals lost to history, not to the Buddha. 
 

Enter the Satavahan dynasty, who ruled central and western India form the first century BC to the second century AD.  
While their origins are unclear, they are probably from local people.  They supported Brahmanism (an ancient Vedic 
religion, not the Brahminists of Hinduism), as well as Buddhism. 
 

And that is good news for Sanchi, and for the Great Stupa complex.  Since ornamental arts were the one glaring 
exception to the grandeur and reverence of the Great Stupa, it only makes sense that carvings were to be the next 
addition to the great Stupa. 
 
The carvings most revered were to be the ones placed on the four toranas, or ornamental gates placed on each side of 
the Great Stupa:  a northern, southern, eastern and western torana greeted visitors from all directions. Indian Scott 
numbers 212 and 213 show specifically the east gate, perhaps the most intricate of them all. 
 
The torana is simply two upright posts, with three beams going across.  Messages and historical events can be carved 
into them.  Toranas can also be symbolic, being made of flowers or leaves, which can then be strung on top of 
doorways.  During the Vesak Buddhist festival in Sri Lanka, toranas are seen in many public places, and are somewhat  

(cont’d pg 4) 
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The Great Stupa- An Epicenter of Ancient Buddhism 

by Christopher Kolker 

 

comparable to Christmas trees in the West.  However, the toranas of the Great Stupa are indeed the oldest instance of 
toranas being used in an architectural sense. 

 
An overview of Sanchi Stupa, as seen from the east 

 

Since our stamp shows the Eastern gate, this article will 
focus on that gate, as each gate is an art and 
architectural masterpiece.  The Eastern gate is most 
likely the third to be carved, with the Southern being 
the oldest, followed by the Northern, and the Western 
being the last. 
 
The front architrave, or crossbeam,  on top depicts the 
seven Manushi Buddhas, the previous Buddhas. They 
have lived among men, performed their task, and have 
entered Nirvana. 

The front architrave, in the center, shows the Buddha, Price Siddhartha leaving the palace with his wife and baby.  
Nature spirits called Yakshas, levitate him off the ground so as not to disturb the sleeping dancers around them.  The 
soles of the feet on the extreme right of the architrave signifies his time in the forest.  He has thus renounced the world. 
Further down, the lowest architrave depicts a royal visit of Ashoka to the Bodhi tree under which Buddha attained 
enlightenment.  
 
The left pillar, front face shows the Buddha’s miracle of walking in the air at Savrasti on the top panel.  The second 
panel from the top shows the illumination of the Buddha at the Bodhi tree at Bodh Gaya. 
 
The third and lowest panel shows the miracle of the Buddha walking on 
the River Niranjana.  The bottom panel shows the ancient king Bimbi 
Sara, who laid the foundation for the Mauryan Empire, visiting the 
Buddha at his royal court. 
The front face of the right pillar shows the six inferior heavens of the 
gods.  In Buddhist cosmology, these are heavens in which passions are 
still unsubdued, so they are not at a true state of bliss.  From the bottom 
up, they represent: 
1.  The Heaven of the Four Great Kings – each representing a cardinal 
direction.  They are for more practical, down-to-earth matters. 
2.  The Heaven of the Thirty-Three Gods – There are eight gods of 
material elements (air, sun, moon, etc). Twelve gods depict personal 
characteristics, and eleven gods embody more abstract thoughts (bliss, 
knowledge, self, etc.) 
3.  The heaven over which Yama, God of Death reigns. 
4.  The Tushita heaven, where Bodhisattva are born.  These are people 
who have a very compassionate mind. 
5. The heaven of the Nimanarati, who are gods that create their own 
pleasures, and 
6. The heaven where Mara is king.  He is the demon that tempted the 
Buddha with beautiful women, often said to be his daughters. 

 

 
If you’ll look carefully, all the sculpting is the same.  We see on each level four columns, leaving 3 spaces for reliefs.  In 
the middle sits a god holding a thunderbolt in his right hand with a flask containing nectar on the right.  Behind him are 
women attendants holding the royal umbrella and flywhisk.  To his right on a slightly lower seat sits his viceroy, and to 
the left sits court musicians and dancers. 

cont’d pg 5 
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This all sounds fine, but the two on top have it even better.  They 
represent those in Brahmaloka, which is essentially the highest level of 
bliss one can achieve.  It is what should be sought, but is considered 
impermanent. 
 
And that is just what’s on the stamp.  The reverse side, facing inwards 
has other tales to tell, but space in this journal simply won’t permit their 
telling in this article.  India, recognizing its new-found independence in 
1947, issued this stamp depicting Sanchi Stupa, with its eastern gate in 
1949 as part of a larger archaeological series that included the Taj Mahal 
and the Golden Temple of Amritsar. 
 

 
The East Gate of Sanchi Stupa, the outer 
portion, discussed in the article 

 

 
The inside of the east gate, looking out 
– the side not discussed! 

 

 
East gate, middle archetype showing the 
Great Departure 
 

 
From the top of the right post, 
sectioned off as detailed in the article 

 

Club News  -   

Help Wanted 

We are in desperate need of new officers.  Most of the 
present slate has been serving since the turn of the century 
(2003) and would like to retire from being officers.  While I 
have no problem in continuing as Editor, the President and 
Vice-President along with some Directors would like to 
step down.  Every year I insert a question “would you like 
to serve as an officer?”  This question receives an 
overwhelming “NO”.  There really isn’t much work to it.  
The President and Secretary along with myself as editor, are 
listed as contacts for new members.  I am also listed in the 
Scott Catalogues.  We need a Treasurer to provide an 
annual accounting of money received into the account and 
what has been paid out.  We have only one checking 
account.  I receive dues checks and deposit into the bank 
account, which is maintained near the treasurer and can 
move.  I deposit into the account in Long Island where the 

bank also has a branch.  This system has worked very well 
for us since the early 2000s.  The bank must have branches 
local to the treasurer and Long Island.  The treasurer sits at 
home watching the snow falling, as I am doing today, while 
I deposit the dues into the club bank account. 

 

 

More Help Wanted 

We need articles, or at least ideas for articles.  I’d like to 
expand into the Americas, covering the Inca, Aztec, Maya, 
but am not knowledgeable enough to do so.  I need stamps 
to illustrate any articles.  I once did an article on the Vikings 
emailing back and forth with the writer who gave me Scott 
#s for stamps and on what internet side I could obtain 
them.  No, not buy the stamps, I would simply download 
the image.  Worked fine, nobody knew. 

 

 

 

Favorite Topic 

Egypt, Prehistory/Paleolithic, World Wonders/Heritage, Language, Fossils – according to the ATA this is a big topic, 
Greece and its Mythology.  Nobody listed Rome as a favorite topic!  I am usually taken to task for omitting anything on the 
Roman Empire. 
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Aphrodite (Venus in Roman)  

by Caroline Scannell 

 

Ancient mythology furnishes numerous instances in which Aphrodite punished 
those who neglected to worship her or were jealous of her power, as well as 
those she favored and protected. Known as the goddess of love and beauty 
Aphrodite surpassed all other goddesses, and she received the prize of beauty 
from Paris. 
 

There are two different birth stories about Aphrodite, the Goddess of fertility, 
love, and beauty.  The first is simple, she was the child of Zeus and Dione 
according to Homer’s Iliad.  According to the second story, Aphrodite rose from 
the foam of the sea on a giant scallop in the waters of Paphos, on the island of 
Cyprus. 

 
Greece, Birth of Aphrodite, emblem of 
Kythera, Scott #794, issued July 20, 1964. 

 

   
Birth of Aphrodite in Cyprus,          Aphrodite in Cyprus, "Petra tou 
Scott #511, March 12, 1979        Romiou", Scott #512, March 12, 1979 

 
Paphos has been inhabited since the Neolithic 
period. The center of the cult of Aphrodite and 
of pre-Hellenic fertility deities, Aphrodite's 
legendary birthplace was on this island where a 
temple to her was erected by the Myceneans in 
the 12th century BC.  In a different version of 
the myth, she was born near the island of 
Kythera, hence her epithet "Kytherea". 

 

Cyprus 1982. World Heritage stamps from Paphos, issued July 5, 1982. 
 

 
Mosaic: Christ Monogram, Scott 
#581, issued July 5, 1982 
  

Sculpture: King of Palaepaphos,  
Scott #582. 
 

 
Fragment of mosaic: Theseus fights 
the Minotaur, Scott #583. 

The remains of villas, palaces, theatres, fortresses and tombs mean that the site is of exceptional architectural and 
historic value. The mosaics of Nea Paphos are among the most beautiful in the world.  However, Corinth was the 
center of Aphrodite’s worship. 
 

      
Aphrodite, Pistoxenus            Bathing Aphrodite of  

painter, Scott #1548,                   Rhodes, 1st century BC? 
issued Feb 17, 1986                     Late Hellenistic, #1762, 
                                               issued Feb 26, 1993 

Many of the gods believed that Aphrodite’s beauty would spark 
a war between the gods. To avert this Zeus married her to 
Hephaestus, but Aphrodite did not enter into this union of her 
own volition.  However, Aphrodite had many lovers which 
included both gods and men.   
 
She was the mother of Eros and Harmonia (Harmony) (Ares as 
the father). Aphrodite is shown with her favorite animal, the 
swan. Her chariot sometimes is drawn by swans. 
 
Aphrodite and her son Eros then teamed up to cause Zeus to 
fall in love with a human named Europa. 
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Aphrodite (Venus in Roman)  

by Caroline Scannell 
 

She also played a role in the story of Eros and 
Psyche in which admirers of Psyche neglected to 
worship Venus (Aphrodite) and instead 
worshipped her. For this, Aphrodite enlisted Eros 
(Cupid) to exact her revenge but the god of love 
instead falls in love with the girl. 
 

Aphrodite loved Adonis. She saw him when he 
was born and determined then that he should be 
hers. She assigned Persephone to his care, but 
Persephone fell in love with Adonis also and 
would not give him back. This led to a feud with 
Persephone in which Zeus had to mediate. He 
judged that Adonis should spend half the year 
with Aphrodite and half of the year with 
Persephone. 
 

            
Cyprus, Aphrodite,     Cyprus, Aphrodite of    Greece, Venus de Milo, 
#212, Sept 17, 1962    Soloi, Archaeological    Scott #401, issued 
                                   Museum, Nicosia,         Nov 1, 1937 
                                   1st century BC 

 

Although Aphrodite and Hera were not friends, Hera went to the Goddess of Love for help as she endeavored to assist 
Jason and the heroes in their Quest of the Golden Fleece, and the daughter of the Colchian King. 
 

      
Sweden, Triumph of Venus, François           France, Venus de Milo,  
Bouche 1740, National Museum, Stock-       Scott #2713a, March 26,  
holm, Scott #1964, issued Aug 27, 1992.      1999. 

 
 
Aphrodite, Hera, and Athena were the top 
three contenders for a gold apple marked “For 
the Fairest.” They asked Zeus to judge the 
contest, but he refused. Paris, son of the King 
of Troy, judged the contest instead.  Each of 
the three goddesses promised him something 
in return; he chose Aphrodite as the winner of 
the apple. 
 
Aphrodite, ancient Greek goddess of sexual 
love and beauty, identified with Venus by the 
Romans was the model for the famous 
sculpture Venus de Milo. 

 

 

 
Armenia, Aphrodite and Anahit as  
Aphrodite, Scott#774–5, issued  

Dec 14, 2007. 
 

Satala Aphrodite is the name given to the larger than life-size head of an 
ancient Hellenistic statue discovered in Satala located in historical Armenia, in 
the present-day village of Sadak, Gümüşhane Province, Turkey. It was acquired 
by the British Museum in 1873 and is on display in the museum's Department 
of Greek and Roman Antiquities. And is dated between 2nd – 1st century BC.  
Whether it depicts Greek Aphrodite or her Armenian equivalent Anahit is 
debated.  The British Museum website describes it as a "bronze head from a 
cult statue of Anahita in the guise of Aphrodite or Artemis."  Armenian scholar 
Mardiros Ananikian wrote in The Mythology of All Races (1925) that it is a 
"Greek work (probably Aphrodite), found at Satala, worshiped by the 
Armenians."

Zhores Khachatryan, a leading Armenian archaeologist of the Hellenistic period, stated that "the Armenian origin of the 
statute still has to be proven." He believes that "it is more possible that it may be the statue of a Roman pagan goddess" 
as it was found near the site of a Roman camp inhabited during the time period its assumed creation. Khachatryan had 
no doubt that it is a replica of Aphrodite of Knidos.  Dyfri Williams wrote that it comes from a Greek cult statue, 
"probably made in a Greek city in Turkey" and found at Satala (in Armenia Minor).  Terence Mitford suggests that it is 
"normally assigned to Aphrodite" and an attribution to Anaitis (Anahita) is "wholly implausible."  Babken Arakelyan 
found Artemis to be a more probable subject of the statue than Aphrodite. 
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New Digs 
 

Greece,  Seven Wise Men of Antiquity  

                   

Designed by Theano Venieri & Iannis Gourzis,  Seven Wise Men of Antiquity , issued July 27, 2017, Scott #2794-2800 
 

    Cleobulus (6th century BC) was a Greek poet and a native of Lindos. He is one of the Seven Sages of Greece.  There 
is a stone tumulus on the northern headland of Lindos bay, which is sometimes called the "Tomb of Cleobulus" 
 

    Periander  (died c. 585 BC),  is referenced by many of his contemporaries in relation to philosophy and leadership.  
Most commonly he is mentioned as one of the Seven Sages of Ancient Greece, a group of philosophers and rulers from 
early Greece, but some authors leave him out of the list. In Lives of the Eminent Philosophers, Diogenes Laertius, a 
philosopher of the 3rd century AD, lists Periander as one of these seven sages. Ausonius also refers to Periander as one 
of the Sages in his work The Masque of the Seven Sages. 
 

    Pittacus (c. 640 – 568 BC) was an ancient Mytilenaen military general and one of the Seven Sages of Greece,  a native 
of Mytilene and son of Hyrradius. He became a Mytilenaean general who, with his army, was victorious in the battle 
against the Athenians and their commander Phrynon. In consequence of this victory, the Mytilenaeans held Pittacus in 
the greatest honour and presented the supreme power into his hands. After ten years of reign, he resigned his position 
and the city and constitution were brought into good order. 
 

    Solon (c. 638 – c. 558 BC) was an Athenian statesman, lawmaker, and poet remembered particularly for his efforts to 
legislate against political, economic, and moral decline in archaic Athens.  His reforms failed in the short term, yet he is 
often credited with having laid the foundations for Athenian democracy.  He wrote poetry for pleasure, as patriotic 
propaganda, and in defense of his constitutional reforms.  Modern knowledge of Solon is limited by the fact that his 
works only survive in fragments and appear to feature interpolations by later authors, and by the general paucity of 
documentary and archaeological evidence covering Athens in the early 6th century BC.  Ancient authors such as 
Herodotus and Plutarch are the main source of information, who wrote about Solon long after his death, at a time 
when history was by no means an academic discipline.  
 

    Thales of Miletus (6th century BC) was a pre-Socratic Greek philosopher, mathematician and astronomer from 
Miletus in Asia Minor (present-day Milet in Turkey). He was one of the Seven Sages of Greece. Many, most notably 
Aristotle, regarded him as the first philosopher in the Greek tradition, and he is otherwise historically recognized as the 
first individual in Western civilization known to have entertained and engaged in scientific philosophy.   Thales is 
recognized for breaking from the use of mythology to explain the world and the universe, and instead explaining natural 
objects and phenomena by theories and hypotheses, i.e. science. Almost all the other Pre-Socratic philosophers 
followed him in explaining nature as deriving from a unity of everything based on the existence of a single ultimate 
substance, instead of using mythological explanations. Aristotle reported Thales' hypothesis that the originating 
principle of nature and the nature of matter was a single material substance: water. In mathematics, Thales used 
geometry to calculate the heights of pyramids and the distance of ships from the shore. He is the first known individual 
to use deductive reasoning applied to geometry, by deriving four corollaries to Thales' theorem. He is the first known 
individual to whom a mathematical discovery has been attributed. 
 

    Bias (6th century BC) of Priene was a Greek sage. He is widely accepted as one of the Seven Sages of Greece and was 
renowned for his probity.  Bias was born at Priene and was the son of Teutamus.  He is said to have been distinguished 
for his skill as an advocate, and for his use of it in defence of the right. In reference to which Demodicus of Alerius 
uttered the following saying – "If you are a judge, give a Prienian decision," and Hipponax said, "More powerful in 
pleading causes than Bias of Priene."  One of the examples of his great goodness is the legend that says that Bias paid a 
ransom for some women who had been taken prisoner.  After educating them as his own daughters, he sent them back 
to Messina, their homeland, and to their fathers. Bias is said to have died at a very advanced age while pleading a cause 
for his client. After he had finished speaking, he rested his head on his grandson. When the advocate on the opposite 
side had spoken, the judges decided in favor of Bias's client, by which time Bias had died.  The city gave him a 
magnificent funeral and inscribed on his tomb: 
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New Digs 
 

 
Bosnia & Herzegovina, Serb Admin.  Tombstones,  
Se-tenant Pair, also issued as minisheet with 4 pairs, 
issued 2017. 

Stećci Medieval Tombstone Graveyards - This serial property 
combines 28 sites, located in Bosnia and Herzegovina, western 
Serbia, western Montenegro and central and southern Croatia, 
representing these cemeteries and regionally distinctive medieval 
tombstones, or stećci. The cemeteries, which date from the 12th 
to 16th centuries CE, are laid out in rows, as was the common 
custom in Europe from the Middle Ages. The stećci are mostly 
carved from limestone. They feature a wide range of decorative 
motifs and inscriptions that represent iconographic continuities 
within medieval Europe as well as locally distinctive traditions. 
From UNESCO 

 

    
Djibouti, Extinct Prehistoric Animals, Mammoth, Dodo Bird,  Rhinocerous,  Platterpuss,  
 

 

 

Hong Kong - Ancient 
Chinese Scientists Limited 
Souvenir Sheet of 4 Different 
now with microtext names 
embedded in stamps.   
Originally issued 2015 and 
covered in January 2016 issue 
of  The Old World Archae-
ologist. 
Zhang Heng, Seismoscope 
Zu Choongzhi, Value of Pi 
Guo Shoujing, Simplified 
Armilla 
Li Shizhen, compendium of 
material medica 
Hong Kong, Ancient Chinese 
Scientists; no date of issue or 
Scott # known.  
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New Digs 
 

 
Italy, Titus Livius (self-adhesive)  

Titus Livius (64 or 59 BC – AD 12 or 17) – often rendered as Livy  was a 
Roman historian. He wrote a monumental history of Rome and the Roman 
people – Ab Urbe Condita Libri (Books from the Foundation of the City) – covering 
the period from the earliest legends of Rome before the traditional foundation 
in 753 BC through the reign of Augustus in Livy's own lifetime. He was on 
familiar terms with members of the Julio-Claudian dynasty, advising Augustus's 
grandnephew, the future emperor Claudius, as a young man not long before 
14AD in a letter to take up the writing of history.  In his works, Livy often 
expressed his deep affection and pride for Patavium, and the city was well 
known for its conservative values in morality and politics. "He was by nature a 
recluse, mild in temperament and averse to violence; the restorative peace of 
his time gave him the opportunity to turn all his imaginative passion to the 
legendary and historical past of the country he loved." 

 

 

 

Serbia, King Stephan,  
September 24, 2017 

Holy King Stephen of Serbia was the first ruler of Serbia to be crowned as king. His father 
was Saint Stephen Nemanya (February 13). King Stephen died in 1224, accepting monastic 
tonsure with the name Simeon before his death. He was buried in the Studenitsa 
monastery. 
Stefan Nemanjić or Stefan the First-Crowned; around 1165 – 24 September 1228) 
was Grand Prince of Serbia from 1196, and the King of Serbia from 1217 until his death in 
1228. He was the first Rascian king, and through his promotion of the Serbian Grand 
Principality into a kingdom and helping his brother Saint Sava in establishing the Serbian 
Church, he is regarded one of the most important of the Nemanjić dynasty. 

 
 

    
 

 
Spain,  Machu Picchu, Issue date: Sept 14, 2017 
Wonders of the Modern World, Machu Picchu  
This set was highlighted in the October Old World Archaeologist.  Since then I discovered a copy of the 
commemorative cancel available from the Spanish Post Office.  The stamp shows the flag of Peru and a beautiful image 
of the ruins of Machu Picchu. 
 

 
Spain, Artistic Heritage, Cantabrian Stelae 3rd Century  
AD, Textured Souvenir Sheet issued Oct 5, 2017,  
 

 
The Cantabrian stelae are monolithic stone disks of different 
sizes, whose early precedents were carved in the last centuries 
before the romanization of Cantabria in northern Iberian 
Peninsula. Cantabrian stelae include swastikas, triskeles, crosses, 
spirals, helixes, warriors or pre-Roman funerary representations 
among their usual ornamentation. 

 (cont’d next pg)
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New Digs 

Spain, Artistic Heritage, Cantabrian Stelae 3rd Cent   (cont’d) 
The most famous is called Estela de Barros (Barros Stele) which can be visited in the Parque de las Estelas (Stelae Park) in 
the town of Barros, in Los Corrales de Buelna. This stele is part of the current coat of arms of Cantabria and the 
meaning of tetraskelion would be related to solar worship. The Barros stele giant size represents the main difference to 
the smaller stelae found in other parts of northern Spain. In addition to the Estela de Barros, we can see another larger, 
fragmented stele in the Parque de las Estelas.  Other found stelae are exhibited in the Regional Museum of Prehistory and 
Archaeology of Cantabria in Santander. There are two stelae found in Lombera, another found in Zurita, showing the 
iconographic decoration of a vulture pouncing on a fallen warrior, and another from near the Cantabrian castrum of 
Espina del Gallego. In turn, fragments of other Cantabrian stelae have been found, like the third of Lombera and the 
Stele of San Vicente de Toranzo, where on one side is depicted a cantabrian warrior on horseback, along with other 
smaller.  The Cantabrian stelae are the most important testimony of the Cantabri pre-Roman people and one of the 
most representative symbols of Cantabria today, being still used in Cantabria during the Middle Ages and even during 
the Baroque, like the old ones, but losing partly the discoid shape and replacing the solar motives with crosses.[1] The 
medieval and modern discoid stelae were also typical of other regions of northern Spain. Numerous examples were 
found in the Basque Country, and several in Navarra, as well as in Cantabria.  Although the ancient Cantabri people 
produced many stelae, the best known are the giant stelae, of which five are known, four of them having been 
discovered in the valley of Buelna. They are usually dated from the 1st century BC to 1st century AD, although there 
are differences between them, and some could even be 5th or 6th century BC. 
 

 
Spain, World Heritage Sites, Granada Sheetlet of 2 Different 
Issued Oct 27, 2017.  

Granada is a city in southern Spain’s Andalusia region, in 
the foothills of the Sierra Nevada mountains. It's known 
for grand examples of medieval architecture dating to the 
Moorish occupation, especially the Alhambra. This 
sprawling hilltop fortress complex encompasses royal 
palaces, serene patios, and reflecting pools from the 
Nasrid dynasty, as well as the fountains and orchards of 
the Generalife gardens. The region surrounding what 
today is Granada has been populated since at least 
5500 BC and experienced Roman and Visigothic 
influences. 
 

The most ancient ruins found in the city belongs to an 
Iberian oppidum called Ilturir, in the region known as 
Bastetania. This oppidum eventually changed its name to 
Iliberri, and after the Roman conquest of Iberia, to 
Municipium Florentinum Iliberitanum. 

 
The Umayyad conquest of Hispania, starting in AD 711, brought large parts of the 
Iberian Peninsula under Moorish control and established Al-Andalus. In the early 11th 
century, after a civil war that ended the Caliphate, the Berber Zawi ben Ziri established 
an independent kingdom for himself, the Taifa of Granada, with Illiberis as its capital. 
Jewish people were established in another area close to Illiberis, called Gárnata or Gárnata 
al-Yahūd ("Granada of the Jews").  

 
 

The word Gárnata (or Karnatah) possibly means "hill of strangers". Because the city was situated on a low plain and, as a 
result, difficult to protect from attacks, the ruler decided to transfer his residence to the higher situated area of Gárnata. 
In a short time this town was transformed into one of the most important cities of Al-Andalus.  By the end of the 11th 
century, the city had spread across the Darro to reach the hill of the future Alhambra, and included the Albayzín 
neighborhood (also called "Albaicín" or "El Albaicín", now a World Heritage site). The Almoravids ruled Granada from 
1090 and the Almohad dynasty from 1166.  
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New Digs 

  
Syrian Arab Republic, Definitive Series 2016 - Forgotten  
Cities and Damascene Sword, issued Sept 1, 2016 
 
 

    >> 
 

     
 

  <<  ^^  Syria 2017 Archaeology,  Clay 
Cup, Statue of Hawk,  Fertility Goddess,  Marble Bowl,  
Necklace from BC era.  Scott #2434-2438, issued as strip of 5. 

 

Club News 
 

 

Most Favorite Article 2017 

We have ties all over the place this year.   
 

1-  The Ishtar Gate of Babylon (by Caroline Scannell) and Philae and It’s 
Temple Complex (by Christopher Kolker) each received 16 votes. 
2-   Angkor Wat & It’s Philatelic Heritage (by Christopher Kolker) received 
12 votes. 
3-  The Troubles of Jerusalem (by Christian Kolker) and The Delphic Oracle 
(by Caroline Scannell) each received 11 votes. 
 

This in no way reflects the collecting interests of the membership.  
 

 

 

The following members consistently 

contribute to what is termed “The Ink 

Fund” which is our greatest expense. 

Gerald Gallagher 
Todd Pfeifer 
The Kolker Family, Chris,  
     Christian & Joseph 
Jerry H. Davis 
David Dengel 
Stan Raugh 

Aaron Ain 

Top 10 Discoveries of 2017 – According to the Archaeological Institute of America 
 

 
Skull Cult at Göbekli Tepe 
Sanliurfa, Turkey       

Göbekli Tepe is one of the world’s most significant, yet mysterious, archaeological sites. Between the 
tenth and eighth millennia B.C., people there erected a series of massive stone circles where groups 
gathered for religious or social purposes. This year, researchers revealed that microscopic analysis of 
bone fragments found at the site suggests that human skulls may once have hung there on prominent 
display. The fragments belong to three partially preserved skulls that were carved and altered after death. 
This is the first indication of how Göbekli Tepe’s inhabitants may have treated their dead, and archaeolo-
gists believe it may provide evidence of an Early Neolithic “skull cult” that exhibited the decapitated 
heads of either venerated ancestors or dispatched enemies at designated spots.

                                             

The sinking of USS Indianapolis is ranked as one of the greatest disasters in U.S. naval history. 
The much-decorated Portland-class heavy cruiser left San Francisco on July 16, 1945, with 1,196 
crewmen aboard. Her final mission, as she raced to the naval base on the North Pacific island of 
Tinian, was to deliver components of “Little Boy,” the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima. 
Mission completed, the ship set out along a prescribed course only to be hit by torpedoes fired 
from a Japanese submarine on July 30. The ship Indianapolis began to sink within a mere 12 to 15 
minutes. Three and a half days passed  before aircraft spotted survivors.   The wreck of Indian-  

apolis was lost for 72 years.  Now,it has been found, some 18,000 feet under the North Pacific.       Finding Indianapolis 
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Top 10 Discoveries of 2017 – According to the Archaeological Institute of America 

 
Super Fruitcake 
Cape Adare, Antarctica 

The discovery of a 106-year-old fruitcake on Antarctica’s Cape Adare may help redeem the 
delicacy’s much-maligned reputation. The centenarian cake was found by a team from the Antarctic 
Heritage Trust in the continent’s oldest building, a hut erected in 1899, and is thought to have been 
left there in 1911 by members of the Northern Party, part of British explorer Robert Falcon Scott’s 
Terra Nova expedition. The tin holding the Huntley & Palmers fruitcake was somewhat rusty, but 
the cake itself was in fine shape—likely due to the cold, dry conditions. “It felt and looked like a 
new fruitcake,” says Lizzie Meek, the trust’s program manager. “It was only if you got quite close to 
it that you could smell that slightly off smell of butter that’s gone wrong.” 

  
Archaeologists excavating at the foot of the Aztecs’ Great Temple, in downtown Mexico City, 
discovered a dazzling collection of gold artifacts and the skeleton of a juvenile wolf. Occupying a 
stone box the size of a dishwasher, the gold artifacts are the finest yet excavated at the 40-year-old 
dig, says lead archaeologist Leonardo López Luján. They include ear and nose ornaments and a 
piece of body armor known as a pectoral—glittering, stylized versions of attire that were used to 
decorate the sacrificed wolf, as if the canine were symbolizing a human warrior. The wolf’s head 
faced west, signaling that it was “the companion of the sun, after the sunset, during its journey to 
the underworld,” says López Luján. The offering was buried during the reign of Ahuitzotl (1486–
1502), a time of war and great imperial expansion for the Aztecs.  

 

Aztec Warrior Wolf 
Mexico City, Mexico   

 

 
Dawn of Egyptian Writing 
El-Khawy, Egypt     

Archaeologists have discovered an oversized inscription that offers a new glimpse into the early 
development of the Egyptian writing system. A team led by Yale University Egyptologist John 
Darnell found the hieroglyphs on a cliff face within view of a desert road north of the ancient city 
of Elkab. Dating to around 3250 B.C., they were carved during Dynasty 0, a period when the Nile 
Valley was divided into competing kingdoms and scribes were just beginning to master writing. 
Previously discovered Dynasty 0 inscriptions are less than an inch in height and are largely 
confined to arcane administrative matters, but the newly discovered inscription is 27 inches tall, 
and is the earliest known set of large-scale, highly visible hieroglyphs by some 300 years. 

  

The inscription’s symbols—a bull’s head on a pole, followed by two storks and an ibis—are similar to those used in later Egyptian 
writing to equate a pharaoh’s authority with control over the cosmos. That led Darnell to conclude that the inscription was a royal 
boundary marker that asserted a king’s dominion over the area. “It was like a signpost,” says Darnell. “Travelers along that road 
would have known they were entering an area under official authority.” In addition, he believes the discovery suggests that Egyptian 
writing developed at a quicker pace than previously thought, and was being used to publicly project royal power at a very early date.  
 

 
Caveman Genetics 
Eurasia 

Remains of early humans such as Neanderthals and Denisovans have been discovered at just a 
limited number of sites in Europe and Asia. This has long frustrated archaeologists, who are 
confident that many more locations were occupied throughout these regions. This year, however, 
researchers announced a new way of detecting the hominins’ presence—through genetic traces in 
cave sediments. A team led by Viviane Slon of the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary 
Anthropology analyzed sediments from seven sites in France, Belgium, Spain, Croatia, and Russia, 
and found Neanderthal DNA at three sites dating to up to 60,000 years ago, and Neanderthal and 
Denisovan DNA in Russia’s Denisova Cave dating to around 100,000 years ago. In a number of 
cases, the genetic evidence was located at stratigraphic levels where no hominin remains have

 

been found.   “It was really exciting,” says Slon, “to see that even without the bones, we can still find the DNA of these people.”  
The technique worked even with sediments that had been collected a number of years ago and stored in labs, Slon notes, “so we’re 
not only restricted to active excavations.” The researchers hypothesize that the DNA in the sediments comes from body fluids left 
behind by hominins as well as decomposition of their remains. So far, they have focused on mitochondrial DNA, but hope to be 
able to find nuclear DNA as well, which would provide additional genetic information about the hominins. 
 

Four torcs uncovered in Leekfrith are the earliest Iron Age gold items ever found in Britain. They 
can be dated to between 400 and 250 B.C. based on their stylistic qualities, says Julia Farley of the 
British Museum, who notes they were most likely worn by women. The torcs’ age is remarkable 
because, for several hundred years starting around 800 B.C., people in Britain appear to have largely 
abandoned wearing and manufacturing gold jewelry. One explanation is that the trade networks 
that brought gold to England had broken down. Tin and copper, used to make bronze, which had 
been key imports, were no longer needed once locally produced iron became available. Societies 
became focused on community survival rather than individual status. “Communal identity might 
have been more important than things which emphasize an individual’s power, like wearing loads of 
bling,” Farley explains.  She believes the torcs were likely made on the continent and show that 

 
Iron Age Britain’s Oldest Gold 
Staffordshire, England 

personal adornment was coming back into vogue as Europe grew cosmopolitan again. “The simplest explanation,” Farley says, “is 
that they came across the channel as gifts or trade goods, or perhaps the women even came over wearing them.” 
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Top 10 Discoveries of 2017 – According to the Archaeological Institute of America 
 

 
Rome’s Oldest Aqueduct 
Rome, Italy     
 

Construction workers on Rome’s new “C” metro line uncovered what is believed to have been 
part of the Aqua Appia, Rome’s oldest-known aqueduct, which dates back to 312 B.C. The 
remains were found near the Colosseum, at around 55 to 60 feet below Piazza Celimontana, a 
depth usually unreachable by archaeological excavation, says Simona Morretta of the 
Archaeological Superintendency of Rome. The section of aqueduct measures 6.5 feet tall and is 
made up of large gray, granular tufa blocks arranged in five rows. “The total absence of any traces 
of limestone inside the duct suggests that its use over time has been limited,” says Morretta, “or 
that the structure was abandoned just after a maintenance intervention.” It stretches for more than 
100 feet and continues beyond the investigation area bounded by concrete bulkheads. 

       

Avebury, the Neolithic monument just north of Stonehenge, may be best known for its outer 
stone circle, the largest of its kind in Europe, which encompasses the entire site. Archaeologists 
have now discovered that within one of its inner circles, there was an earlier, square formation. 
Using radar technology, they have identified evidence of an arrangement of stones that they 
believe commemorated the footprint of a Neolithic house, a structure built as early as 3500 B.C. 
While past theories have postulated that Avebury was constructed from the outside in, these 
findings suggest the site instead sprang from a single building. “One interpretation is to see it like 
ripples on a pond,” says Mark Gillings of the University of Leicester. “The house decays, its 
position is marked with a huge standing stone, and its orientation and shape are marked by the 
square. It may have been 300 years after the house was built that they decided to memorialize it,” 

 
The Square Inside Avebury’s 
Circles Wiltshire, England 

he explains. “By that stage it might have even been an ancestral place that had slipped into myth and legend.  
 

 
Homo sapiens, Earlier Still 
Jebel Irhoud, Morocco 
 

Excavations at Jebel Irhoud, near Morocco’s west coast, have uncovered the 300,000-year-old 
bones of some of the earliest members of the Homo sapiens lineage. Human bones were first 
discovered at the site in 1961, and their strange combination of archaic and modern features 
intrigued scientists, who guessed they belonged to Neanderthals and dated to about 40,000 years 
ago. In 2006, a team led by Jean-Jacques Hublin of the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary 
Anthropology reopened excavations at Jebel Irhoud. This year, they revealed their results, 
providing a glimpse of the earliest members of the ancestral line that led to modern humans. 
The Jebel Irhoud hominins apparently lived 350,000 years after Neanderthals and Homo sapiens 
last shared a common ancestor, long enough for the two lineages to develop some obvious

differences. The people of Jebel Irhoud had flat and short faces like modern humans, but their brains were more elongated and 
their teeth much larger. Their brow ridges were also more prominent than those of humans living today, but not as heavy as those 
of Neanderthals. 

The above is reproduced from the American Institute of Archaeology magazine, Jan/Feb 2018 

 

Archaeology Today 
 

5,000-year-old Artefacts Show Rise of Ancient Jericho 
The city of Jericho was wealthy and well connected long before its walls came tumbling down in an attack that has been 
associated with a well-known passage in the Bible.   A joint Italian-Palestinian team has been conducting archaeological 
digs at the site of Tell es-Sultan since 1997. During their latest excavation season, the team made an extraordinary 
discovery in a home occupied some 5,000 years ago: five mother of pearl shells, stacked one on top of the other, that 
could only have come from the Nile. Two of the shells still contained the residue of a dark substance, which a 
laboratory analysis identified as manganese oxide. That powdered mineral was the main component of a cosmetic 
known as kohl, used as an eyeliner in ancient times. Researchers think the powder probably came from the Sinai 
Peninsula, where manganese mines that the ancient Egyptians once exploited have been found. 
     "The discovery confirms a close commercial relationship, already in the early third millennium BCE, between the 
ancient city in Palestine and Egypt," says lead archaeologist Lorenzo Nigro of the Sapienza University of Rome. "It also 
shows the rise of a sophisticated local elite in Jericho." The city of Jericho, in what is today the West Bank, grew around 
an abundant spring. As far back as 10,500 BCE, people began to gather at this oasis. Eventually they settled down, 
cultivated crops, and domesticated animals. At the beginning of the third millennium a fortified city arose, and then a 
ruler's palace.  
     The latest excavation season also revealed evidence of continuing ties between Jericho and Egypt several centuries 
later than the cosmetic find: a unique burial dating to about 1,800 BCE. Unlike earlier excavations, which have 
uncovered groups of wealthy graves, very likely royal, in the area encircled by the palace walls, the Italian-Palestinian 
team found a distinctly different burial right below the palace floor, an indication of special status.  
     This elite burial chamber held the remains of two people: a 9- or 10-year-old girl adorned with jewelry, and an adult  

(cont’d next pg) 
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Archaeology Today 
 

5,000-year-old Artefacts Show Rise of Ancient Jericho    (cont’d from pg 14) 
female who was presumably an attendant. The bones of two young sacrificed animals as well as six pottery vessels were 
also discovered by the archaeologists. The most interesting vessel was a small black burnished jug that contained a 
perfume or an ointment and may have been left in this spot so the deceased could smell sweet aromas throughout 
eternity.   The young aristocrat's ornaments included two pairs of bronze earrings, a bronze bracelet, a bronze pin on 
the left shoulder, a bead necklace with a carnelian set between pairs of rock crystals, and a bronze signet ring with a 
local type of scarab that was inscribed with protective signs. A second stone scarab, resting on the girl's chest, bore 
hieroglyphics that testify to Egypt's cultural influence on Jericho's elites. 
     The end of this thriving, international era at Jericho came in about 1,550 BCE, when a violent attack reduced the city 
to a heap of smoldering ruins. Its destruction was so violent that it became embedded in the collective memory of the 
Canaanite peoples, resounding in the biblical narrative of Joshua and his destruction of the city according to God's 
command. 
Edited from National Geographic (19 December 2017) 

 

Ancient Ssettlement Unearthed Near Istanbul's Oldest Burial Site 
The metro excavation site located in Istanbul's Beşiktaş district, where 3,500-year-old cairn-type burials were 
discovered, is most likely home to an ancient settlement, according to the head of Istanbul's Archaeological Museums. 
     Excavation teams had discovered 35 ancient 'kurgan-type' graves during construction works as part of an extension 
to Istanbul's metro line. Kurgans are a type of burial place usually characterized by earth and stones heaped over a 
burial chamber. They date back from the Bronze Age, and have been found from the Altai Mountains to the Caucasus, 
Ukraine, Romania and Bulgaria. Kurgans were used in the Ukrainian and Russian steppes, and their use spread with 
further European migrations in the 3rd millennium BCE. 
     Istanbul Archaeology Museum Director Zeynep Kızıltan said that they believe there had been a settlement near the 
tombs but they are still trying to figure out the exact location. She noted that they will continue excavations in an area 
covering about 1,000 square meters.   The cairn-type sepulchers date back to the Early Bronze Age, Kızıltan  said, 
adding that the discovery was groundbreaking as artifacts preceding the Byzantine Empire hadn't been found near 
Beşiktaş before. 
Edited from Daily Sabah (18 December 2017) 
 

Climate Change in Ancient Indian Civilisations 
According to a new study, climate change could have played a major role in the development of ancient civilisations on 
the Indian subcontinent.  
     Using high-resolution, precisely dated records of oxygen isotopes from stalagmite profiles in Sahiya Cave, in the 
foothills of the Himalayas near India's border with Tibet, Gayatri Kathayat and colleagues have shown the region is 
strongly influenced by changes in summer monsoon circulation and rainfall, making the stalagmites reliable records of 
past climate change. Combined with records obtained during a prior study, they form one of the most thorough 
documentations of summer monsoon variability over the last 5,700 years.   Revealing drier conditions spanning multiple 
centuries beginning around 4,100 years ago, the team believes severe regional drought could have contributed to the 
decline of the Indus Valley cities, and the downfall of the Guge Kingdom in western Tibet around 1620 CE.  
     The authors acknowledge that human factors could also have contributed to changes in ancient Indian civilisations, 
and believe future archeological and palaeo-climate studies are needed. 
Edited from Popular Archaeology (13 December 2017) 
 

Oetzi the Iceman Gets the Big Screen Treatment 
There can be no more famous a person in European archaeology than 'Oetzi the Iceman'. The remains of this 5,300 
year old Alpine hunter have been at the centre of an unprecedented degree of attention and examination since a 
German couple first stumbled across him in the ice of the southern Tyrol, on the borders of northern Italy and 
southern Austria. In 1991.  Now a German film maker has dramatized his life into a feature film. The film fictionalises 
Oetzi's travels through the Otztal Alps and speculated on how and why he eventually died, to lie preserved in the ice for 
thousands of years.  
     Despite Oetzi's existing vast popularity with tourists, ever since he was displayed under controlled conditions in a 
special museum in Bolzano, northern Italy, the museum is bracing itself for an even higher number of visitors following 
the film's release. Even though there has been some criticism from some academic quarters, the film attempts to show 
how  Oetzi  might  have  lived  and  hunted.   They have even gone to the extent of making the actor who portrays him  

(cont’d next pg) 
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Archaeology Today 
 

Oetzi the Iceman Gets the Big Screen Treatment      (cont’d from pg 15) 
speak in a pre-Roman language called Rhaetic, which it is believed was spoken in that area at the time.  
     Despite what will undoubtedly lead to more interest in this intriguing figure there are serious concerns that the 
interested generated could lead to Oetzi's destruction. This increased attention by both the public and scientists are 
having an effect on the controlled conditions in which he is preserved.  
     The museum is having to conduct a constant process of hydration to the remains, keeping it cool at the same time. 
The fear is that microbes and bacteria could be introduced during the process and the forensic scientist in charge of the 
process, Oliver Peschel, is so concerned that he is quoted as saying "If we're not extremely careful Oetzi will go bad on 
us". Despite these dire concerns scientists are far from finished examining him! 
Edited from The Guardian (3 December 2017) 
 

How Climate Change and Plague Helped Bring Down the Roman Empire 
We can learn crucial lessons by examining the natural forces that shaped Rome’s rise and fall 
At some time or another, every historian of Rome has been asked to say where we are, today, on Rome’s cycle of decline. 
Historians might squirm at such attempts to use the past but, even if history does not repeat itself, nor come packaged into 
moral lessons, it can deepen our sense of what it means to be human and how fragile our societies are. 
   In the middle of the second century, the Romans controlled a huge, geographically diverse part of the globe, from northern 
Britain to the edges of the Sahara, from the Atlantic to Mesopotamia. The generally prosperous population peaked at 75 
million. 
   Five centuries later, the Roman empire was a small Byzantine rump-state controlled from Constantinople, its near-eastern 
provinces lost to Islamic invasions, its western lands covered by a patchwork of Germanic kingdoms. Trade receded, cities 
shrank and technological advance halted. 
   Climate change did not begin with the exhaust fumes of industrialization, but has been a permanent feature of human 
existence. Orbital mechanics (small variations in the tilt, spin and eccentricity of the Earth’s orbit) and solar cycles alter the 
amount and distribution of energy received from the Sun. And volcanic eruptions spew reflective sulphates into the 
atmosphere, sometimes with long-reaching effects. Modern, anthropogenic climate change is so perilous because it is 
happening quickly and in conjunction with so many other irreversible changes in the Earth’s biosphere. But climate change 
per se is nothing new. 
   It turns out that climate had a major role in the rise and fall of Roman civilization. The empire-builders benefitted from 
impeccable timing: the characteristic warm, wet and stable weather was conducive to economic productivity in an agrarian 
society.  However, the decisive factor in Rome’s biological history was the arrival of new germs capable of causing pandemic 
events. The empire was rocked by three such intercontinental disease events. The Antonine plague coincided with the end of 
the optimal climate regime, and was probably the global debut of the smallpox virus. 
Genetic evidence suggests that the strain of Yersinia pestis that generated the plague of Justinian originated somewhere near 
western China. It first appeared on the southern shores of the Mediterranean and, in all likelihood, was smuggled in along the 
southern, seaborne trading networks that carried silk and spices to Roman consumers. 
The pandemic baffles our distinctions between structure and chance, pattern and contingency. Therein lies one of the lessons 
of Rome. Humans shape nature—above all, the ecological conditions within which evolution plays out. But nature remains 
blind to our intentions, and other organisms and ecosystems do not obey our rules. Climate change and disease evolution 
have been the wild cards of human history. 
   Our world now is very different from ancient Rome. We have public health, germ theory and antibiotic pharmaceuticals. 
We will not be as helpless as the Romans, if we are wise enough to recognize the grave threats looming around us, and to use 
the tools at our disposal to mitigate them. But the centrality of nature in Rome’s fall gives us reason to reconsider the power 
of the physical and biological environment to tilt the fortunes of human societies.  Perhaps we could come to see the Romans 
not so much as an ancient civilization, standing across an impassable divide from our modern age, but rather as the makers of 
our world today. They built a civilization where global networks, emerging infectious diseases and ecological instability were 
decisive forces in the fate of human societies. The Romans, too, thought they had the upper hand over the fickle and furious 
power of the natural environment.  History warns us: they were wrong. 
The Fate of Rome: Climate, Disease, and the End of an Empire (2017).By Kyle Harper, Aeon,  Smithsonian.com,  Dec 19, 2017 
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